
 

Nemetschek Frilo R20111SL2B ((NEW))

the nemetschek group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the aec/o
industry. with its intelligent software solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle of
building and infrastructure projects and guides its customers into the future of
digitalization. as one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in this sector,
the nemetschek group increases quality in the building process and improves

the digital workflow of all those involved in the building process. customers can
design, build and manage buildings more efficiently, sustainably and resource-
saving. the focus is on the use of open standards (open bim). the portfolio also

includes digital solutions for visualization, 3d modeling, and animation. the
innovative products of the 15 brands of the nemetschek group in the four
customer-oriented segments are used by approximately six million users

worldwide. founded by prof. georg nemetschek in 1963, the nemetschek group
today employs more than 3,000 experts. in 1978, jens friedrich and norbert

lochner founded the eponymous company friedrich + lochner. in the domestic
use and also among the customers, the name frilo developed over time. after
the withdrawal of norbert lochner from the operative business, jens friedrich

continued to run the company. he laid the foundations for a secure future, and
so, in 1999, frilo was integrated into the nemetschek group as an independent

brand. the document designer fdd has been extended by the possibility of
copying items within the programme using the convenient drag & drop function

or to drag items from the frilo control center directly into the fdd using the
mouse. in the geo building model, the view in x and y direction as well as the

load case-specific view of the moment curve are available as new display
options for horizontal loads across all floors for the walls or columns that are

recognised as being on top of each other. furthermore, the determined h-loads
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on the individual wall columns and supports can be displayed in elevation. in
addition, the stress curves of the wall columns standing on top of each other
can be displayed. the programme htb+ for the calculation of timber beams

made of cross laminated timber now carries out the vibration verification. in the
solution reinforced concrete column b5+, high-strength steel in the steel grade

sas 670 from annahtte is available as an additional option for the non-linear
calculation (general method).

Nemetschek Frilo R20111SL2B

the nemetschek group
is a worldwide leader in
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the development and
production of software

for 3d visualization,
inspection and analysis

of three-dimensional
geometries. with its

primary focus on civil
engineering, landscape

architecture and
building technology, the
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group focuses on the
implementation of 3d

geometry-based
visualization and

analysis solutions. the
company is based in

munich, germany, and
has subsidiaries in the

usa, russia, china,
japan, poland and india.
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allplan is a leading
provider of building

information modeling
(bim) solutions in

europe. the company
was founded in 1981 in
munich, germany. since
then, it has been part of
the nemetschek group,
which has subsidiaries
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in the usa, russia, china,
japan, poland and india.
allplan is now certified

by the bim institute, din
en iso 9001, and iso

27001. allplan has been
providing 3d-based
modeling solutions

since 1981. with more
than 40 years of
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experience, allplan is
one of the best
suppliers of 3d

geometry-based
visualization and

analysis solutions.
allplan supports the

entire lifecycle of digital
bim-based projects,
from 3d geometry
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acquisition, 3d
rendering, bim

workflows and data
exchange to project
documentation and

construction
supervision. today,
allplan offers high-

performance solutions
for architects,
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engineers, building
contractors and other

professionals in a broad
range of fields,

including construction,
building services, real

estate, asset
management, city

planning and
environmental
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consulting. the
nemetschek group is

one of the leading
providers of

engineering software in
germany and europe

with a market presence
in more than 25

countries worldwide.
the traditional fields of
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application of the
nemetschek group are

structural, geotechnical,
architectural,

mechanical and civil
engineering, hydro-

energetic and seismic
engineering as well as

environmental
engineering. the
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nemetschek group is
headquartered in

munich, germany. in
addition, nemetschek

has subsidiaries in
austria, the united
states, the united

kingdom, spain, and
belgium. 5ec8ef588b
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